5th Grade Jumbled Words

Grade 5 Spelling Worksheet

The letters of the words below are jumbled. Figure out what the word is and write it on the blank line provided.

ANIODSMSI  PAESAEETR

LETXREA  SOTOCUP

ATRILPA  CSSSOISR

ULPSYP  CPSIEICF

A. octopus  B. admission  C. specific  D. scissors
E. supply  F. separate  G. partial  H. external
5th Grade Jumbled Words

Grade 5 Spelling Worksheet

The letters of the words below are jumbled. Figure out what the word is and write it on the blank line provided.

ANIODSMSI  ADMISSION  PAESAETR  SEPARATE

LETNXREA  EXTERNAL  SOTOCUP  OCTOPUS

ATRILPA  PARTIAL  CSSSOISR  SCISSORS

UPLSYP  SUPPLY  CPSIEICF  SPECIFIC

A. octopus  B. admission  C. specific  D. scissors
E. supply  F. separate  G. partial  H. external